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Abstract: An automated system for planning and controlling working hours for a person 

(time-management) is considered. The main stage in planning of the working hours is the con-
struction of an optimal schedule of the jobs given for an employee. We propose to use algorithms 
for an optimal processing of a set of jobs with uncertain (interval) processing times on a single 
machine. The optimality criterion under consideration is the minimization of the total weighted 
completion times of the given jobs. This criterion may be interpreted as a measure of the effec-
tiveness of the employee to fulfill the given set of jobs. Due to the nature of the planning process 
of the jobs for a person, it is assumed that the time needed for processing any given job may be 
undetermined (unknown) until the completion time of the job. Therefore, in the construction of 
an optimal schedule in time-management, only an upper bound and a lower bound on the factual 
processing time are assumed to be known for each job to be processed by a person. 
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1 Introduction 
 

In this paper, an automated system for planning and controlling working hours for a person 
(time-management) is considered. The main stage in planning of the working hours is the con-
struction of an optimal schedule of the jobs given for an employee. We propose to use algorithms 
for an optimal processing of a set of jobs with uncertain (interval) processing times on a single 
machine [1]. The optimality criterion under consideration is the minimization of the sum of the 
weighted completion times ∑ iiCw  of the given jobs. This criterion may be interpreted as a 

measure of the effectiveness of the employee to fulfill the given set of jobs [2].  
Due to the nature of the planning process of the jobs for a person, it is assumed that the time 

needed for processing any given job may be undetermined (unknown) until the completion time 
of the job. Therefore, in the construction of an optimal schedule in time-management, only an 
upper bound and a lower bound on the factual processing time are assumed to be known for each 
job to be processed by a person. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it is shown that planning in time-
management may be realized as sequencing the given jobs in a single-stage system with uncer-
tain (interval) processing times of the jobs. A method based on the stability of an optimal sched-
ule with respect to possible variations of the job processing times is described in Section 3. The 
stability box for an optimal permutation (schedule) for processing the given jobs is introduced 
and analyzed in Section 4. The optimality box for an optimal permutation for processing the jobs 
is discussed in Section 5. A computer application for time-management is briefly described in 
Section 6. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 7.  

 
2 Construction of an optimal schedule in a single-stage system   
 
The problem of scheduling jobs for a working day may be formulated as follows. For an 

employee, a set of jobs (tasks) is given, which is needed to be processed by the employee during 
his (her) working day. An important characteristic of scheduling in time-management is that the 
exact processing time of a human job may be unknown until the completion of the job. It is usual 
that only a lower bound and an upper bound on the processing time of the job may be known be-
fore scheduling for a man (woman). Indeed, it is usually possible to set a reasonable limit for the 
processing time of each human job. At the worst, one can set the lower bound to be a positive 
real number close to zero and the upper bound to be equal to the length of the planning horizon 
(e.g., to the length of the working day). Therefore, for time-management, we assume that at the 
scheduling stage, only a lower bound and an upper bound on the possible processing time for a 
job are reliably known. 

Another important point is the scheduling goal for time-management. In this paper, we as-
sume that the employee must perform a maximal number of the most important jobs from the 
given set during the working day. If the employee will not have finished or even not have started 
some jobs from the given set, these jobs must not be important compared to the jobs completed 
during the working day.  
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Traditionally in scheduling theory, a three-field notation γβα ||  is used to identify the 
scheduling problem, where α  determines the processing system, β  describes the properties of 
the processing system, and γ  is the optimality criterion. Now, we can formulate the problem un-
der consideration in terms of scheduling theory as follows. 

Each job JJ i ∈ , },...,,{ 21 nJJJJ = , 2≥n , has to be processed on a single machine. A 

weight 0>iw  is assigned to any job JJ i ∈ , which characterizes the importance of an early 

completion of the job iJ . All the jobs are available for processing on the machine from the ini-
tial time t = 0 of the planning horizon (the working day in our case). The factual time ip  needed 
for processing the job JJ i ∈  on the machine can be equal to any real number, which is bounded 

by a lower bound 0>L
ip  and an upper bound L

i
U
i pp ≥ , these bounds being known prior to 

scheduling. The laws of the probability distributions of the random processing times of the jobs 
JJ i ∈  are assumed to be unknown before scheduling. When implementing the constructed 

schedule, the processing time ip  of the job iJ  may remain unknown until the completion time 

of the job iJ . It is also assumed that each job JJ i ∈  should be processed on the machine within 

a time ],[ U
i

L
ii ppp ∈  without any interruption. 

This uncertain problem of constructing an optimal schedule (an optimal permutation) for 

processing the job set ,J  in which the weighted sum ∑
=

n

i
iiCw

1

of the completion times has the 

smallest value, is denoted as ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  in scheduling theory. If the lower bound 

0>L
ip  and the upper bound U

ip  on the processing time of each job are equal, i.e., U
i

L
i pp = , 

then the uncertain problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  turns out to be the deterministic problem 

∑ iiCw||1 , which is well-studied in the OR literature and may be solved in polynomial time. In 

the paper [3], it was proven that it requires )log( nnO  elementary operations to construct a 

solution (an optimal schedule) for the deterministic problem iiCw∑||1 , if the following 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of a schedule are used for constructing an 
optimal permutation ),,,(=

21 nkkkk JJJ π  of the jobs },....,,{},,,{ 2121 nnkkkk JJJJJJJ
r

=∈  :  

 
nk

nk

k

k

k

k

p

w

p

w

p

w
≥≥≥ 

2

2

1

1  (1) 

In the general case of the problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1 , the set of all possible vectors 

},...,,{ 21 npppp =  of the job processing times will be denoted as follows:  

],[=}},,{1,2,,|{= =1
U
i

L
i

n
i

U
ii

L
i

n ppnipppRppT ×∈≤≤∈ +  , 

where nR+  denotes the set of all non-negative real vectors with the dimension n . Hereinafter, 

],[1=
U
i

L
i

n
i pp×  denotes the Cartesian product of the set of the closed intervals of the possible job 

processing times. A fixed vector Tp∈  of the processing times of the jobs JJ i ∈  is called a sce-
nario. 
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Next, we show that the problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  corresponds to the considered 

scheduling problem arising in time-management. As already noted, in time management, the 
employee must perform a maximal number of the most important jobs from the given set in or-
der to increase his (her) income during the working day. So, in time-management a schedule 

),,(=
21 nkkkk JJJ π  for the daily jobs will be optimal, if this schedule will provide a maximal 

income for the employee.  
Since in scheduling theory the optimization criteria mainly consider the minimization of an 

objective function, we need to transform the above criterion ∑ iiCw  to the one of maximizing 

the income of the employee. Let I  denote the maximal income, which possibly can be received 
by the employee during his (her) working day. Then the minimization of the sum of the weighted 
completion times ∑ iiCw  of the given jobs J  is equivalent to the maximization of the income 

∑− iiCwI . In the latter case, if the makespan }|max{max JJCC ii ∈=  for an optimal permuta-

tion ),,,(=
21 nkkkk JJJ π  will be greater than the length dC  of the working day, dCC >max , 

then the jobs from the corresponding final part ),...,,(
21 nkrkrk JJJ

++
 of the schedule 

),...,,,,,,(=
2121 nkrkrkrkkkk JJJJJJ

++
π  will be deleted from the daily schedule, if the following 

two inequalities hold:  
d

rkkk CCCC ≤+++ ...
21

 and d

rkrkkk CCCCC >++++
+11

...
2

. 

As it follows from (1), if the employee will not have finished or even not have started the jobs 
},...,,{

21 nkrkrk JJJ
++

 from the given set J , these jobs will not be important compared to the jobs 

},,,{
21 rkkk JJJ   completed during the working day.  

As already noted, it was assumed that all the jobs J  have to be processed without interrup-
tions. Of course in real life, the staff can take breaks during their works, but this can only lead to 
an increase of the processing time for the planned job (the employee will need to tune in this job 
again after each interruption of this job). Moreover, such an interruption for any scenario cannot 
reduce the optimal (minimal) value of the objective function ∑ iiCw  for the problem 

∑ iiCw||1  with this fixed scenario. We assume also that all the processing times ip  for all jobs 

JJ i ∈  are uncertain, because there is always (at least) an error in computing the factual pro-

cessing time ip  of the job JJ i ∈ , i.e., we assume that in time-management the strict inequality 
U
i

L
i pp <  holds for each job JJ i ∈ . 

Summarizing, we can argue that to find an optimal schedule (optimal permutation) for pro-
cessing the jobs JJ i ∈  in time-management, it is possible to use the results obtained in schedul-

ing theory for the uncertain problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1 . In what follows, some results 

obtained for the problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  are presented. These results may be used in 

real time-management.  
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3 A method based on the stability of an optimal schedule  
 

For the problem γ||1 U
ii

L
i ppp ≤≤  with uncertain processing times of the jobs, there is 

usually no single permutation for processing all the jobs from the set J , which would remain 
optimal under all scenarios from the set T . Let },...,,{ !21 nS πππ=  be the set of all permutations 

kπ  determining the orders for processing the jobs from the set J : ),...,,(
21 nkkkk JJJ=π . The set 

of all permutations },...,,{ !21 nS πππ=  has the cardinality !|| nS = . As a solution to the uncertain 

problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 , we will denote a minimal (with respect to an inclusion) set of 

the permutations respecting to the following definition given in the book [1]. 
D e f i n i t i o n  1  The set of permutations (semiactive schedules) STS ⊆)(  is called a 

minimal dominant set for the problem γα || U
ii

L
i ppp ≤≤ , if the following two conditions hold: 

(a) for any fixed scenario Tp∈ , the set )(TS  contains at least one permutation of the jobs 
J , which is optimal for the deterministic problem γα ||  with the scenario p , 

(b) no proper subset of the set )(TS  possesses property (a). 
 

The cardinality |)(| TS  of a minimal dominant set )(TS  can be viewed as a measure of the 

uncertainty of the problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 . In particular, in the case of the smallest 

value 1|=)(| TS , the minimal dominant set for the problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  is a 

singleton )(=}{ TSkπ , which is a solution (i.e., an optimal schedule) for the deterministic 

analogue iiCw∑||1  of the original uncertain problem with any fixed scenario Tp∈ . 

The minimal dominant set )(TS  can be constructed for an uncertain problem 

ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  based on the following dominance relation that can be efficiently (i.e. 

polynomially) determined on the set J  of jobs [1]. 
D e f i n i t i o n  2  Job JJu ∈  dominates job JJv ∈  with respect to T , if there exists a 

minimal dominant set )(TS  for the problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  such that job uJ  precedes 

job vJ  in any permutation from the set )(TS . 
 

In the paper [4], the following statements for the uncertain problem 

ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  have been proven. 

T h e o r e m  1  For the uncertain problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 , job uJ  dominates job 

vJ  with respect to T  if and only if the following inequality holds:  

.
L
v

v
U
u

u

p
w

p
w

≥  

T h e o r e m  2  For the existence of a minimal dominant singleton 
)},,,{(=}{=)(

21 nkkkk JJJTS π  for the problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 , it is necessary and 

sufficient that the following inequalities hold: 
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T h e o r e m  3  Let inequality U
i

L
i pp <  hold for each job JJi ∈ . Then for the existence of 

a minimal dominant set )(TS  for the problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  with the maximal 

cardinality !|=)(| nTS , it is necessary and sufficient that the following inequality holds:  









∈








∈ JJ
p
wJJ

p
w

iL
i

i
iU

i

i |min<|max . 

In applying the method based on the stability of an optimal schedule to solve the uncertain 
problem ii

U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 , the following question remains still open: If the condition of 

Theorem 2 does not hold, i.e., a minimal dominant set )(TS  consists of more than one 
permutation, which permutation from the minimal dominant set )(TS  should be chosen for a 
practical implementation of the schedule? In the papers [6, 7], it was proposed to use a schedule 
based on the permutation )(),,,(=

21
TSJJJ

nkkkk ∈π  with the largest stability box for the 

uncertain problem ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1  for a practical implementation in time-management. 

 
4 The stability box for an optimal permutation for processing the job set  
 
By analogy with the definition given in [6], we define the stability box ),( TSB kπ  for an 

optimal permutation SJJJ
nkkkk ∈),,,(=

21
π . To give the definition of the stability box, we 

need the following notations:  
,,,{=][

21
kki JJkJ −  }

1−ikJ  and },,,{=][
21 nkikiki JJJkJ 

++

+ . 

Let 
ikS  denote the set of permutations SkJJkJ iiki ∈+− ]))[(,]),[(( ππ  of the job set J , 

)'(Jπ  being a permutation of the jobs JJ ⊂' . Let iiCwp ∑||1  denote the deterministic problem 

∑ iiCw||1  with the scenario Tp∈ . 

D e f i n i t i o n  3  Let SJJJ
nkkkk ∈),,,(=

21
π  be a permutation of the jobs, which is 

optimal for at least one possible scenario Tp∈ . The maximal segment ],[],[ U

ik
L

ikikik ppul ⊆  is 

called the maximal variation of the processing time 
ikJ  in the permutation kπ , if for any 

permutation 
ike S∈π  and any scenario Tpppp n ∈),,,(= 21  , for which the permutation eπ  is 

optimal, the permutation kπ  remains optimal for any scenario 

 ],,[],[],[ 1=
1

1= jj
n

ikjikikjj
ik
j ppulppp +
− ×××∈′  (2) 

provided that for any scenario Tpppp n ∈′′′′′′′′ ),,,(= 21  , ],[
ikikik ulp ∈′′ , there exists an optimal 

permutation 
ikv S∈π  for the instance iiCwp ∑′′ ||1 . Let kN  denote the set of indexes i of all 
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jobs JJi ∈  with non-empty maximal variations of their processing times in the permutation. The 
Cartesian product  

TulTSB
ikikkNikk ⊆× ∈ ],[=),(π  

is called the stability box of the permutation SJJJ
nkkkk ∈),,,(=

21
π . If there does not exist a 

scenario Tp∈ , such that the permutation kπ  is optimal for the instance iiCwp ∑||1 , then it is 

assumed that ∅=),( TSB kπ .  
 

The dimension of the stability box ),( TSB kπ  is equal to the cardinality || kN  of the set kN  
of the job indexes, the processing times of which have non-empty maximal variations. The 
cardinality || kN  of the set kN  is an important characteristic of the stability box ),( TSB kπ , 
since it determines the largest number of jobs, the duration p′  of which can be varied in the 
scenario p  inside the closed interval (segment) ],[

ikik ul  with guaranteeing the optimality of the 

permutation SJJJ
nkkkk ∈),,,(=

21
π . The other processing times }\|{ kjjk NNkp ∈′  from the 

scenario p′ , which are contained in a subset of the possible scenarios (2), should remain the 
same as in the scenario p′  (i.e., 

jkjk pp =′ ) to ensure the optimality of the permutation 

SJJJ
nkkkk ∈),,,(=

21
π  (see Definition 3). 

The relative volume ),( TVolSB kπ  of the stability box ),( TSB kπ  of the permutation kπ  for 
processing the jobs J  is calculated as the product of the fractions  

)(

)(
L
ik

U
ik

ikik

pp
lu

−

−
 

for all jobs 
ikJ  with the maximal variations ],[

ikik ul  such that inequality 
ikik ul <  holds:  

 .=),(
<

L

ik
U

ik

ikik

iku
ikl

k pp

lu
TVolSB

−

−
∏π  

For finding the stability box ),( TSB kπ , it is sufficient to calculate the maximal variations of 
all durations 

ikp  for all indexes },,{1,2 ni ∈ . The maximal segment ],[ +−
ikik dd  of possible 

changes of the weight-to-process ratio for job 
ikJ , which corresponds to the maximal variation 

],[
ikik ul  of the processing time ip , will be called the maximal variation of the weight-to-process 

ratio for the job 
ikJ . The lower bound −

ikd  on the maximal variation of the weight-to-process 

ratio is calculated as follows:  

 },,,{1,2,max,max=
<

ni
p

w

p
w

d
L

jk

jk

njiU
ik

ik
ik ∈

























≤

−  

and the upper bound +
ikd  on the maximal variations of the weight-to-process ratio is calculated as 

follows:  
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 }.,,{1,2,min,min=
<1

ni
p

w

p
w

d
U

jk

jk

ijL
ik

ik

ik ∈
























≤

+  

The dimension || kN  of the stability box ),( TSB kπ  is equal to the number of jobs, for 

which inequality +− ≤
ikik dd  holds. In the paper [6], several properties of the stability box have 

been proven and an )log( nnO -algorithm for the construction of the stability box for a fixed 
permutation with n  jobs has been developed using the proven properties of the stability box. 

Let kn  denote the number of jobs, for which both the equality +−
ikik dd =  and the inequality 

U
ik

L
ik pp <  hold. For the practical realization of scheduling the jobs in time-menagement, it is 

reasonable to use a permutation St ∈π , which has  
(a) the largest dimension || tN  of the stability box ),( TSB tπ ,  
(b) the minimal number kn  of the maximal variations with zero length (for the jobs having 

maximal variations with zero length, both the equality +−
ikik dd =  and the inequality U

ik
L
ik pp <  

must hold) among all permutations Sk ∈π  having the largest dimension |||| tk NN =  of their 
stability boxes ),( TSB kπ , and  

(c) the largest relative volume ),( TVolSB tπ  of the stability box ),( TSB tπ  among all 
permutations Sk ∈π  having the largest dimension |||| tk NN =  of their stability boxes 

),( TSB kπ  and the minimal number kn  of the maximal variations with zero length. 
In the papers [7, 8], the claims about the properties of the stability box have been proven and 

an algorithm for constructing a permutation with the largest (in terms of the properties (a), (b), 
and (c)) stability box has been developed. The asymptotic complexity of the algorithm developed 
in [7] for constructing permutations with the largest stability box is )log( nnO . 

 
5 The optimality box for a permutation for processing the job set  
 
The optimality box for a permutation kπ , which is the subset of the stability region and a 

superset of the stability box for the same permutation kπ , has been investigated in the paper [9]. 
D e f i n i t i o n  4  The maximal closed rectangular box  

TulTOB
iiki kkNkk ⊆×= ∈ ]ˆ,ˆ[),(π  

is called an optimality box for the permutation ,(
1kk J=π SJJ

nkk ∈),...,
2

 with respect to T , if 

the permutation ,kπ  being optimal for the deterministic instance ∑ iiCwp ||1  with a scenario 

Tpppp n ∈= ),...,,( 21 , remains optimal for the deterministic instance ∑′ iiCwp ||1  with any 

scenario  
]},[{]ˆ,ˆ[ \ jjgjgg kkkNkkk ppulp ∈××∈′ . 
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If there does not exist a scenario Tp∈  such that the permutation kπ  is optimal for the instance 

∑ iiCwp ||1 , then it is assumed that ∅=),( TOB kπ . 
 

For calculating the optimality box, one can calculate the stability box for the corresponding 
instance ∑≤≤ ii

U
ii

L
i Cwppp |ˆˆ|1  with the reduced intervals of the job processing times 

],[]ˆ,ˆ[ U
i

L
i

U
i

L
i pppp ⊆ , which can be calculated using the following formulas (see Fig. 1):  













=
≤≤ L

j

j

ijL
i

i

p
w

p
w

1
min

ˆ
, 













=
≤≤ U

j

j

njiU
i

i

p
w

p
w max
ˆ

, 

for all indexes ,i  where ni ≤≤1 .  

 
Figure 1. The reduced parts of the feasible closed intervals of the weight-to-process ratios  
are dashed.  
 

The problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp |ˆˆ|1  with the reduced intervals of the job processing 

times ],[]ˆ,ˆ[ U
i

L
i

U
i

L
i pppp ⊆  is called the reduced problem. The following two theorems have 

been proven in the paper [9].  
T h e o r e m  4  The optimality box for a permutation kπ  of the jobs J  for the problem 

∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  is equal to the optimality box for the permutation kπ  of the jobs J  for 

the corresponding reduced problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp |ˆˆ|1 . 

T h e o r e m  5  For the reduced problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp |ˆˆ|1 , the stability box 

),( TSB kπ  for a permutation kπ  of the jobs J  is equal to the optimality box ),( TOB kπ . 
 

Using Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, an algorithm with the complexity )(nO  for constructing 
the optimality box ),( TOB kπ  has been developed in [9]. An experimental comparison of the 
dimensions and the relative volumes of the optimality box ),( TOB kπ  and the stability box 

),( TSB kπ of the optimal permutation of the jobs for randomly generated scenarios for the tested 

problems ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  with the order n, where 1000100 ≤≤ n , was conducted in 

[9]. Each series contained 100 instances with the same combination of the number n of jobs and 
the maximal possible error of the random processing times of the given jobs. As the 
computational experiments have shown, the optimality box had a considerably larger dimension 
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than the stability box (by a factor of 28 on average), and the relative volume of the restricted 
optimality box was larger than the relative volume of the stability box (by a factor of 4.2 on av-
erage). 

The selection of a job permutation with the largest optimality box can increase the 
probability of obtaining an optimal schedule despite of the fact, that the laws of the probability 
distributions of the random processing times are not known at the time of constructing a schedule 
for the uncertain problem ii

U
ii

L
i Cwppp ∑≤≤ ||1 . The development of such an algorithm may 

be a subject of further research. 
Summarizing the results of the above studies, we propose the following two-step algorithm 

for constructing a realizable permutation )(TSk ∈π  for an efficient processing of the job set J  

in the uncertain problem ∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1 .  

1) Construct a minimal dominant set )(TS  for the uncertain problem 

∑≤≤ ii
U
ii

L
i Cwppp ||1  under consideration.  

2) If the constructed set )(TS  is a singleton, 1|)(| =TS , then the single permutation from the 
set )(TS  is the desired one, otherwise, one must choose the job permutation )(TSk ∈π  with the 
largest stability box or the largest optimality box for the realization.  

The development of an effective algorithm for searching a permutation )(TSk ∈π  with the 
largest optimality box and the development of algorithms for the correction of the minimal 
dominant set )(TS  constructed off-line, based on the additionally available information about 
the currently completed jobs, i.e., for an on-line modification of the set )(TS , are highly topical 
for time-management. Note that a similar investigation for the flowshop scheduling problem 

max||2 CpppF U
ii

L
i ≤≤  with two machines, interval processing times of the jobs and the 

criterion of minimizing the makespan maxC  has been carried out in the paper [10]. 
 
6 Computer application for time-management  
 
The method based on the stability of an optimal schedule and the corresponding algorithms 

will be used in the computer system for time-management, which was partly developed in [11]. 
The current version of this computer system uses new developments in the computer technology 
and new algorithms for scheduling jobs with uncertain (interval) processing times. The system 
will be realized as a distributed computer application, which can be used either by multiple users 
(in the hierarchy “supervisor (manager) – subordinate employers”) or by a single independent 
user. 

The computer application for time-management based on the model “supervisor (manager) – 
subordinate employers” is a distributed application of the type “client – server”. This type of dis-
tributed applications is used because of the need to implement the interaction mechanism for 
several users on a single computer system, where each user should have access to the shared data 
to be able to modify the data and inform the other users (other members of the team). With a few 
modifications, this architecture “client – server” is used in the application both in the client part 
and in the server part of the application. 
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The application is developed based on the platform NET Framework 4.5 with the language 
of C# 5.0 and the following products and technologies: MS SQL Express 2012 (as the server da-
tabase); Compact Edition (as the local database); Windows Communication Foundation (the 
technology of the service development in this case of the web services); IIS – Web server for de-
ploying and running WCF services; WPF – a graphical subsystem for rendering user interfaces 
in Windows-based applications. 

The basic logic of the server part will be presented by the algorithms for constructing sched-
ules, monitoring schedules, as well as the functional user authentication, the user registration, 
and the user management. The client application for constructing a schedule for a person in the 
hierarchy “supervisor (manager) – subordinate employers” will provide different functional fea-
sibilities depending on the user’s role in the application, namely, the supervisor will have the 
complete set of the available functions, while the subordinate employer will have a limited set of 
the functions. The different application functionalities will be contained in separate modules that 
can be connected to the application when they will be needed for the current usage.  

The common functionality for all users is as follows:  
1) authentication and authorization;  
2) user registration;  
3) construction of a schedule for the user;  
4) parameter settings;  
5) notification service.  
The common scenario for each user, when he (she) will start to use the application for the 

first time, is the user registration and the user authorization. These operations will be performed 
on the server via web services. After the user registration and authorization in the application, the 
functional configuration becomes available for him (her). Using this functional configuration of 
the application, the user can specify his (her) individual parameters for setting in the application. 
Both personal parameters (personal data) and general application parameters for time-
management may be fixed to make the application more appropriate and effective for the user. 
The personal and general parameters, which are fixed by the user, will then be taken into account 
in the construction of the individual schedule. 

A supervisor (manager) has the full functionality of the application. The functions of the ap-
plication are as follows: 

1) control of the users of the application;  
2) input of the information about the jobs (this information will be used in the construction 

of the schedule and then in processing the jobs); 
3) construction of the individual schedules;  
4) the manual (or automatic) assignment of the jobs to the subordinate employers;  
5) monitoring the implementation of the own schedule and the schedules of the subordinate 

employers.  
The control of the users includes the view of their settings, time-management settings, the 

view of the jobs that are performed by the user, the password recovery, and the inclusion of new 
users into the system and removing the users from the application. In the future, generating and 
displaying the statistics associated with each user will be realized as well. 
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The schedule management module includes the function of constructing the schedules, the 
function of assigning jobs to the users, and the function of monitoring the realization of the 
schedule. This is the main module of the application. The process of constructing a schedule 
consists of the following steps:  

1) receiving the input data from the database;  
2) receiving the fixed settings, which have to be involved into the construction and realiza-

tion of schedules for the manager and subordinate employers;  
3) loading the libraries containing the implementation of the algorithms that perform the 

schedule construction.  
These libraries can be developed and dynamically added to the system without the need of 

the development of special algorithms and their integration into the application. The algorithms 
for constructing the schedules can be changed at the stage of applying the personal settings. Af-
ter constructing a schedule and assigning the jobs to the users to execute appropriate jobs, it is 
required to send a notification to the corresponding users. 

At the current stage of the development of the application, the user’s functional includes a 
minimal set of the operations required to perform their job schedules, namely: the view of the 
jobs, which are necessary to process including all information that is necessary for the user to 
process the job; the opportunity to arrange changes in the status of the job (job is waiting to be 
processed, job is processed, job is completed). 

It should be noted that the use of this application will not be considered as a binding set of 
fixed instructions. Its main purpose is to give the user some tools to build a list of the assigned 
jobs in the order that would optimize the working hours. The mathematical apparatus, which is 
used for time-management, is designed to provide sufficient backgrounds for the correctness of 
the technology of time-management using the specifics of the jobs and the preferences of a par-
ticular user. 

 
7 Conclusion 
 
The problem of integrating algorithms of optimal scheduling and time-management princi-

ples within the framework of a unified system of time-management was considered. In schedul-
ing theory, the planning jobs in time-management can be modeled as an optimization service 
system with a single machine and the criterion of minimizing the sum of the weighted comple-
tion times of the given jobs. Due to the nature of the planning process of the working time for a 
person, it was assumed that the processing time of each scheduled job can remain uncertain be-
fore the completion of the job. The known results, obtained for the solutions of the correspond-
ing scheduling problems with uncertain processing times of the jobs were presented, and direc-
tions for further research in scheduling theory to be applied in time-management were discussed.  

In the case when we have to consider multiple criteria, the set )(TS  can be reduced (see 
[5]). The list of possible optimization criteria for optimal schedules, which are appropriate to be 
considered in the construction of optimal schedules for time-management, were provided in [5]. 
However, for such a criterion, one needs to develop special algorithms for finding a minimal 
dominant set, which might be the subject of further research. 
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